Vehicles D6 / Aratech 82-J "Sniper" Air S
Sniper Air
Speeder Bike
Craft: Aratech 82-J "Sniper" Air Speeder/Bike
Type: Speeder Bike
Scale: Speeder
Length: 4.1m
Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Speeder Bike
Crew: 1
Passengers: 0
Cargo Capacity: 15kg
Cover: 1/2
Altitude Range: Ground level-150m
Cost: 8,500
Maneuverability: 3D
Move: 325; 900kmh
Body Strength: 2D
Weapons:
Twin Medium Laser Cannons
Fire Arc: Front
Skill: Vehicle Blasters
Fire Control: 3D
Range: 5-100/300/1km
Damage: 5D+2

Description: As the Empire crumbled after the Battle of Endor, it was forced to change its tactics,
adapting itself to fighting the New Republic on a level standing. This meant that Imperial tactics were
often changed to mimic those that the Rebel Alliance had mastered during the early years of the Galactic
Civil War, including the use of Air Speeders to strike quickly and accurately against enemy armour as it
manuevered into position for strikes against Imperial bases. The Sniper is their adaptation of Speeder
Bike design that the Empire put into use, a hybrid vehicle easily handled by Scout Troopers trained to
operate Speeder Bikes, it has the speed, altitude capability and heavier weapons of an Air Speeder,
allowing it to devastate infantry, and cause problems for armour. However although the Pilot has
armoured plates partially covering him, he is still open to the elements, and open to hits by enemy fire,
making this vehicle more vulnerable to enemy attacks than a fully fledged Air Speeder, but this was
considered a good trade off, for a vehicle which could be easily put into service with minimal extra
training for the crews involved.
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